CBGSA Presents:
Industry and Academia Panel

Tuesday, March 3\textsuperscript{rd}

4:00 pm in CS50

Come hear esteemed professors and industry scientists discuss their experiences in the worlds of academia, industry, and the collaborative ground between.

\textit{Prof. Richard Kaner}
Postdoc at U. C. Berkeley before professorship at UCLA.
Started several materials businesses based on his research patents.

\textit{Prof. Andrea Kasko}
Postdoc at HHMI, University of Colorado, before associate professorship at UCLA.
Received NIH Director's New Innovator Award in 2011.

\textit{Dr. Christina Baker}
Materials and process lab supervisor at PPG Aerospace.
PI for two NSF small business grants.

\textit{Dr. Veronica Strong}
UCLA PhD Alum.
Materials and nanotechnology chemist in process development at Intel LDT.

RSVP recommended, but not required (http://goo.gl/LcCo7g)
If you have any questions about the event, please contact Katelyn at caslavka@chem.ucla.edu

Coffee and cookies will be provided
Sign-In Sheet for required seminar credit